We do things differently in Austin. Sure, we have national burger chains, but everyone knows if you want homegrown authenticity you go to Hopdoddy or Hut’s. Oh cool, you have a beard and wear skinny jeans? We invented hipsters. And even though the entire world of entertainment descends on our city every spring, we’re not stopping our Birds for anyone, even Father John Misty. Because in Austin, we like to do things our way. And the same goes for real estate.

NAI Partners Austin is a full-service, homegrown, independently owned commercial real estate firm—born and bred in Texas—that works with clients of all sizes, in every industry type, from tech firms to engineers, and high tech manufacturing to food service businesses.

NAI Partners Austin can meet the real estate needs of Austinites—whether it be an office, industrial, retail or land requirement, on either the tenant/landlord or buyer/seller side—because we are Austinites.

We’re not owned by a global conglomerate. We don’t have to answer to anyone but our clients. And that’s the genuine article.